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ABSTRACT

Nd3?:CeF3 and Er3?:CeF3 crystals with different doping concentrations were

successfully grown by the Bridgman method. The physicochemical parameters,

such as crystal structure and phonon vibration energywere obtained by XRD and

Raman tests. The results show that rare earth (Nd3? or Er3?) does not change the

hexagonal phase structure of the crystal, and the doping of rare earth ions does not

change the maximum phonon frequency. The measured results are 388 and

392 cm- 1, respectively, which are similar to CeF3 single crystal and half of com-

mon oxide crystal. According to the first principle, the difference charge density of

the two crystals can be intuitively obtained. The calculated band gap values of the

two crystals are 2.91 and 4.37 eV, respectively, which are similar to the results of

absorption spectrum measurement. The NIR luminescence performance of

Nd3?:CeF3 crystal was tested by 808 nm pump. When the doping concentration

reached 2 at%, the emission intensity was the strongest at 1064 nm (4F3/2?
4I11/2).

The luminescence properties of Er3?:CeF3 crystal at 1550 nm (4I13/2?
4I15/2) were

testedby980 nmpump.The emission intensity keeps thehighestwhen thedoping

concentration reaches 3 at%. The concentration quenching and the dipole-dipole

interaction in crystals are studied using energy transfer theory, and the J-O

strength parameters of crystals are calculated. The results show that Nd3?:CeF3
and Er3?:CeF3 crystals have excellent properties and excellent near-infrared

luminescence performance, which has great potential in laser applications.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, near-infrared lasers have been widely

used in machining, environmental monitoring, radar

communication, and medical instruments [1–3]. As

the core of the laser, performing the working medium

determines the output capability of the laser. Com-

pared with glass or ceramics, laser crystal materials

have stronger stability and higher laser output effi-

ciency [4]. However, the research of traditional oxide

crystals, such as garnet, tungstate crystal and vana-

date, has reached the bottleneck, and it is difficult to

improve the performance greatly [5]. There are also

some shortcomings, such as insufficient thermal sta-

bility and easy segregation of components. Therefore,

it is important and meaningful to develop new

crystal materials [6–10]. Among many crystal mate-

rials, fluoride matrix crystal has become the focus

because of its low phonon energy, easy uniform

doping and stable physical and chemical properties

[11–14]. CeF3 crystal used to be a scintillator or

magneto-optical crystal has attracted much attention.

Recently, CeF3 crystals have been found to be a good

laser crystal matrix. For example, Dy3?:CeF3 crystals

and Ho3?:CeF3 crystals have been proved to have

excellent luminous properties in visible and mid-in-

frared bands, and can be used as a new generation of

laser working media [15–20]. But there is not much

progress in the near-infrared

At present, the specific excitation wavelength of

Nd3? ion 808 nm is one of the most widely used

pump sources in the market, and its emission wave-

length of 1064 nm is widely used in medical beauty

and other fields [21, 22]. In addition, the excellent

performance of Er3? in many crystal materials, which

is also used as an active ion, has aroused great

interest of researchers. Er3? ion has rich energy level

structure. The 1.5–1.6 lm transition based on 4I13/2
?4I15/2 is widely used in optical communication,

medical treatment and laser ranging [23]. Therefore,

among all the rare earth elements, only Nd3? and

Er3? have unique emission wavelengths in the near-

infrared band [24]. These two elements are similar in

structure and size to Ce3? ions in CeF3 crystal. In the

process of doping, it can be substituted to avoid

defects and dislocation, to ensure good luminescence

performance of the crystal [25].

However, there is little research on Nd3? or Er3?

ion-doped CeF3 crystal, especially the related elec-

tronic structure, physical and chemical properties

and near-infrared emission properties after doping,

which greatly limits the application of CeF3 crystal in

the optical field. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out

systematic and complete research on Nd3? or Er3?

ion-doped CeF3 crystal. The luminescence properties

of Nd3?:CeF3 and Er3?:CeF3 crystals in the near-in-

frared band (1064 and 1550 nm) were further studied

to obtain the performance of the crystals as the

working medium of the laser, so as to develop the

advantages and values of the crystals in the field of

near-infrared laser output [26–28].

In this study, Nd3? or Er3? ion-doped CeF3 crystals

were successfully grown by crucible descent method.

The phase properties were analyzed and character-

ized by XRD, Raman and density. The electronic

structures of these two rare earth-doped crystals are

simulated by first-principles and their influences on

the near-infrared optical properties of the crystals are

analyzed. The related parameters and properties of

the crystals are further analyzed and explored by

combining J-O calculation and energy transfer theory,

so as to further expand the application value of the

crystals in the near-infrared field.

2 Crystal growth

The Nd3?:CeF3 and Er3?:CeF3 crystal was grown by

the Bridgeman-Stockbarge method. Firstly, the poly-

crystalline materials were dried and fluorinated.

Next, the polycrystalline material was mixed with

deoxidizer (PbF2 2 wt%) and loaded into a platinum

crucible. Polycrystalline material filling volume

accounts for about 2/3 of the volume of the crucible,

to prevent the mixture from volatilizing leading to

cracking of the crucible. The crucible is evacuated

and welded sealed. Then the processed crucible is

put into the lifting device, lifted into the furnace and

heated to 1630 �C, and the crystal begins to grow.

During the growth process, the descending rate of the

crucible was adjusted to 0.5–1.2 mm/h, and the

cooling program was about 35 �C/h. After cooling to

room temperature, the crystal was taken out and

processed. Figure 1 shows photographs of the Nd3?

or Er3?:CeF3 crystals.
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3 Analysis and discussion

3.1 Structural analysis and characterization

As shown in Fig. 2a, b, a series of XRD data patterns

of Re3?(Nd, Er):CeF3 crystals are shown. The crystal

phase structure of the crystals was examined by

X-ray diffraction (XRD), and several well-defined

diffraction peaks appeared in the pattern confirmed

the existence of hexagonal CeF3 crystals. All peak

positions are consistent with the standard card of

hexagonal CeF3 crystal (JCPDS No.08-0045), all the

grown crystals have good resolution and standard

diffraction patterns. Hence, no obvious impurity

peaks were detected, confirmed that the crystal

quality was good. Moreover, that it was not oxidized

and no impurity phase was generated in the crystal.

Figure 3 can visualize this doping process. Figure 4

shows the scanning electron microscope image of the

crystal sample (SEM). Figure 4a, c are SEM images of

Nd3?:CeF3 crystal at different magnifications. It can

be seen that there is no fracture, showing a complete

overall structure, indicating that the crystals grown

are of good quality. The irregular structure of surface

undulation results from crystal cutting and polishing.

Figure 4 d–f belong to SEM images of Er3?:CeF3
crystal at different magnifications. As shown in Fig. 4,

the crystal surface is also very dense, without obvious

fractures and defects, with a complete structure and

good quality [29].

3.2 Raman spectroscopy

Among the overall optical properties of crystals, lat-

tice vibration energy (phonon frequency) is an

important factor affecting the optical properties of

crystals. High phonon energy will cause too much

transition energy to be converted into non-radiative

transition energy by phonon absorption, resulting in

a significant decrease in the efficiency of radiative

transition [30]. Figure 5a, b are the Raman spectra of

3 at% Nd3?:CeF3 and 3 at% Er3?:CeF3 crystal,

respectively. Using 325 nm as the laser source band,

and the test wavenumber range is 0–1000 cm- 1. It

can be observed that among the several characteristic

peaks exhibited by these two crystals, the character-

istic peaks with the highest intensity (388 and

392 cm- 1) are the maximum phonon frequency of

the crystals. This is close to the maximum phonon

frequency of pure CeF3 single crystal reported in the

literature [15]. This shows that the doping of different

rare earth elements does not change the crystal

structure and does not lead to an increase in phonon

frequency. The maximum phonon frequency of

crystals is obviously lower than that of common

crystals such as tungstate, vanadate and garnet [31].

This effectively reduces the radiation-free transition

probability and increases the fluorescence lifetime of

the upper level. In laser applications, it is easier to

realize particle number inversion and improve the

overall light output efficiency.

3.3 Density analysis

Among the numerous properties of crystals, density

is an important physicochemical parameter to char-

acterize the properties of crystals. The density of

Re3?(Nd, Er):CeF3 crystals was tested by the Archi-

medes drainage method. The times of tests for each

sample is not less than 3 times, and the average value

is taken to reduce the error. As shown in Fig. 6a and

b, it can be seen that as the doping concentration of

Nd3? or Er3? ions increase, the densities of the

crystals show an upward trend, which are larger than

that of the pure CeF3 crystal (6.1225 g/cm3) [15]. This

phenomenon can be attributed to that the atomic

Fig. 1 Crystals grown by the

crucible descending method

a Nd3?:CeF3 crystal;

b Er3?:CeF3 crystal
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Fig. 2 a XRD patterns of CeF3 crystals doped with different Nd3? ion concentrations; b XRD patterns of CeF3 crystals doped with

different Er3? ion concentrations

Fig. 3 Crystal structure and

schematic diagram of rare

earth-doped CeF3

Fig. 4 SEM images of the two

crystals, a–c are SEM images

of Nd3?:CeF3 crystals at

different magnifications; d–

f SEM images belonging to

Er3?:CeF3 crystals at different

magnifications
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mass of Nd3? or Er3? ions is larger than that of Ce3?

ions, and the lattice volume does not change much

after para-substitution, but the overall mass increases

slightly, so the density increases with the increase of

doping concentration. Table 1 lists the density values

under different doping concentrations in detail.

3.4 Absorption spectrum analysis

In order to study the optical energy levels of Nd3?:-

CeF3 and Er3?:CeF3 crystals in the near-infrared and

visible range, the absorption spectra of Nd3?:CeF3
crystals at room temperature is recorded in Fig. 7a. In

300–1700 nm, six absorption peaks of Nd3? ions were

observed, and these absorption peaks at 517, 575, 677,

739, 803 and 864 nm correspond to the transition of

the 4I9/2 energy level to 4G7/2?
4G9/2?

2K13/2,
2G7/2

?4G5/2,
4F9/2,

4F7/2?
4S3/2,

4F5/2?
2H9/2 and 4F3/2

energy levels [32]. These transition absorptions all

come from the 4f-4f electronic transition process of

Nd3? ions. The absorption intensity at 575 nm (2G7/2

?4G5/2) is the highest, followed by the absorption

intensity at 803 nm (4F5/2?
2H9/2), and the absorption

intensity of the other four absorption peaks is

Fig. 5 a Raman spectrum of 3 at% Nd3?:CeF3 crystal, the excitation wavelength is 325 nm; b Raman spectrum of 3 at% Er3?:CeF3
crystal, 325 nm is selected as the excitation wavelength

Fig. 6 Crystal density data obtained by measurement, a density variation curve of Nd3?:CeF3 crystals; b density variation curve of

Er3?:CeF3 crystals
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relatively weak, which is consistent with the results

in other literatures on Nd3? ion-doped crystals and

glasses [33, 34]. This makes the crystal suitable for

pumping by commercially available 808 nm, which

increases the commercial potential of Nd3?:CeF3
crystals in near-infrared lasers. Figure 7b shows the

absorption spectra of Er3?:CeF3 crystals in

250–1700 nm. Although some absorption peaks

overlap slightly with adjacent energy levels and the

background absorption is strong in the range of

250–400 nm, the diffraction peak positions are similar

in these crystals, and the typical Er3? ion absorption

band is obvious [35–37]. When the Er ion is in the ? 3

valence state, the erbium ion has 11 electrons in the 4f

shell and the ground state is 4I15/2. The absorption

bands at 4F9/2 and 4I9/2 appear in the 618–680 and

780–840 nm [38, 39]. The 4I11/2 band ranges from 940

to 1030 nm, with the strongest absorption at 980 nm.

It well-matched with existing commercial 980 nm

diode and fiber laser. In addition, the larger FWHM

of absorption peak can reduce the temperature

dependence of laser output and improve laser effi-

ciency [40]. The absorption band at 1400–1600 nm

results from the transition from the ground state 4I15/

2 to the high-energy state 4I13/2.

3.5 First-principles simulation

First-principles simulation is increasingly used in

crystal research. It can characterize and support the

structure, charge distribution and physicochemical

properties of crystal [41]. The doping structure was

constructed, optimized and calculated by VASP. The

PBE ? U method was used in all the calculation

processes, and the truncation energy was set at

500 eV. For the rare earth ion Ce3? in matrix crystal,

the U value of 4f orbital is set as 5 eV, and the 2p

orbital of F is set as 4.5 eV. Doped elements Nd3? and

Er3? are not added with U value. Figure 8a and b

show the differential charge density obtained by

calculation, and the bonding and polarization in the

CeF3 crystal after doping can be observed. With the

doping of Nd3? and Er3? ions, the electrons near

Ce3? ions are close to the doped ions, and the charge

Table 1 Density values of crystals with different doping

concentrations

Crystal Density(g�cm- 3)

1at. % Nd3?:CeF3 6.1866

2at. % Nd3?:CeF3 6.1897

3at. % Nd3?:CeF3 6.2013

4at. % Nd3?:CeF3 6.2085

5at. % Nd3?:CeF3 6.2517

1at. % Er3?:CeF3 6.1905

2at. % Er3?:CeF3 6.2005

3at. % Er3?:CeF3 6.2215

4at. % Er3?:CeF3 6.2262

5at. % Er3?:CeF3 6.2435

Fig. 7 a Absorption spectra of Nd3?:CeF3 crystals with different Nd3? ions doping concentrations; b Absorption spectra of Er3?:CeF3
crystals with different Er3? ions doping concentrations
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density near the internal doped ions increases [42].

By comparing the differences in Fig. 8a and b, it can

be found that the charge density near Er3? ion is

higher than that near Nd3? ion, and the influence

range is wider. This is mainly attributed to the

stronger polarization intensity of Er3? ion compared

with Nd3? ion, which will show more abundant

energy levels and transition wavelengths in a

macroscopic view in terms of optical properties [43].

In order to further explore the influence of doping

rare earth ions on crystal electronic structure, the

band structure of crystal was simulated. The band

gap structures were calculated along the set Brillouin

region path (G?X?H?C?H?Y ?G), and the

position of 0 point corresponds to the Position of

Fermi level (EF). Figure 9a shows the band structure

of Nd3?:CeF3 crystal, and the calculated band gap

width is about 2.91 eV. Figure 9b shows the band gap

value calculated based on absorption spectrum

(about 2.3–2.7 eV), and the average difference

between theoretical and actual calculated values is

about 0.4 eV. Figure 10a shows the band structure of

Er3?:CeF3 crystal. The band gap obtained by simu-

lation is about 4.37 eV. Compared with the band gap

width calculated by test in Fig. 10b (about

3.29–3.83 eV), the average difference between theo-

retical and actual calculated values is only about

0.8 eV. By comparing the two simulated bandgap

results, it can be found that although the types of rare

earth elements doped are different, they do not

change the characteristics that the lowest point of

conduction band and the highest point of valence

band are not completely corresponding in the hori-

zontal normal direction, indicating that phonons are

needed to balance the angular momentum in the

transition process [44]. Therefore, doping does not

change the indirect band gap structure of CeF3 crys-

tal, and phonons play an important role in the optical

transition process, which is consistent with the

Raman spectrum test results. However, compared

with pure CeF3 crystal, the change is reflected in the

obvious fluctuation of conduction band, and the

superposition of electronic states is more intensive,

which also confirms that there will be efficient active

states in the luminescence process after doping. In

addition, there are some differences between simu-

lation calculations and test calculations. This may be

related to the test error and the setting of U value in

the calculation process, on the other hand, it may also

be caused by the absorption spectrum test error.
Next, as shown in Fig. 11, state densities of

Nd3?:CeF3 and Er3?:CeF3 crystal were obtained to

characterize the influence of doping ions on the

luminescence process. In Fig. 11a, above Fermi level,

the 4f and 5d electron layers of Ce3? ions are rela-

tively active, while the 4f state of Nd3? ion is rela-

tively active. These levels mainly determine the

luminescence properties of the crystal. The 4f state of

Nd3? ion provides a relatively stable central level line

of luminescence, which reduces the dispersion

energy consumption in the process of energy level

transition, which is conducive to the near-infrared

luminescence of the crystal. Meanwhile, the 4f state of

Ce3? ion and the 4f state of Nd3? ion overlap, so there

Fig. 8 The differential charge

density, a differential charge

density of Nd3?:CeF3 crystal;

b differential charge density of

Er3?:CeF3 crystal
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is also an energy transfer process during lumines-

cence. At the same time, it can also be seen that the

wave peaks of 4f and 5d electronic states of Nd3?

located on both sides of Fermi level (0 eV) corre-

spond to the smaller energy level width, which

directly reflects the weak covalence and stronger

ionic property of bonding in the crystal [45]. In

Fig. 11b, the 4f and 5d electron layers of Ce3? ions are

located on both sides of Fermi energy level with high

contribution, indicating that in the process of NIR

luminescence, the effect of Ce3? ion cannot be

ignored and will participate in the process of energy

transfer. The 5d state of Er3? ion is located above the

conduction band, indicating that Er3? has a high

contribution to the NIR luminescence process. In

addition, 4f state of Ce appears near Fermi level, and

5d state is located in conduction band, indicating that

the transition process conforms to 4f-5d transition.

For Er3? ions, the distribution of 5d state is wide, and

the distribution of the downward projection orbital is

high, and the contribution is great [46]. However, 4f

state is not shown in the figure, which is relatively

delocalized. It may be distributed in a higher con-

duction band structure due to the setting of abscissa

calculation.

Fig. 9 a Band structure of Nd3?:CeF3 crystal calculated by first-principles calculation; b Band gap width value calculated from

absorption spectrum data

Fig. 10 a Band structure of Er3?:CeF3 crystal calculated by first-principles calculation; b Band gap width value calculated from

absorption spectrum data
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3.6 Near-infrared spectral characteristics

In order to further understand the NIR luminescence

characteristics of Nd3?:CeF3 crystal, the NIR emission

spectra of the crystal under 808 nm excitation were

tested, as shown in Fig. 12a. There are two obvious

emission bands in the range of 980–1500 nm. One is a

strong emission band centered at 1064 nm, and the

other is a relatively weak wide emission band cen-

tered at 1330 nm. The two excitation processes cor-

respond to the energy level transition processes of
4F3/4?

4I11/2 (1064 nm) and 4F3/4 ?4I13/2 (1330 nm),

respectively [47]. With the increase of Nd3? ions

doping concentration, the emission intensity of fluo-

rescence spectrum increases gradually. When the

doping concentration is 2 at%, the emission intensity

is the strongest. With the further increase of the

doping concentration, the emission spectrum gradu-

ally weakens, which is attributed to the concentration

quenching phenomenon caused by the high doping

concentration. Due to the high concentration of Ce3?

ions in the matrix, Ce3? ions affect the luminescence

process of Nd3?:CeF3 crystals. Therefore, in the

analysis of spectral characteristics and energy level

transition process [48], the role of Ce3? ions in it

cannot be ignored.

In general, when Ce3? and Nd3? ions appear in the

crystal at the same time, Ce3? ions will produce cer-

tain sensitization effect on Nd3? ions in general.

However, when excitation at 808 nm is used, with the

increase of Nd3? ion concentration and the relative

decrease of Ce3? ion concentration, the position of the

obvious excitation peak at 1064 nm is almost the

same, only the intensity changes. In general, Ce3?

ions in CeF3 have excitation and emission processes

in the 300–400 nm range, corresponding to 2F5/2 and
2F7/2 transitions to 5d levels. Therefore, in this range,

there is excitation wavelength overlap between the

two rare earth ions, indicating that the energy level

position is similar. This usually results in a non-ra-

diative relaxation process of energy transfer between

the two rare earth ions. As can be seen from the

energy level transition diagram in Fig. 12b, an energy

transfer process involving radiation and reabsorption

takes place between Ce3? and Nd3? in CeF3 crystal

[49]. The luminescence energy of Ce3? ion at some

wavelengths is partially absorbed by Nd3? ion, which

can absorb energy through the luminescence effect of

spontaneous radiation. Therefore, Ce3? ion energy

transfer is beneficial to Nd3? ion emission enhance-

ment in near-infrared band. When Ce3? ions absorb

energy, the non-radiative transition to the 5d level,

Ce3? ions obtain energy transition to the second level

5d level, and then continuously decay back to 2F5/2
level. Part of the wavelength will be absorbed by

Nd3? ions through radiative energy transfer and

transferred to Nd3? ions 2G7/2 level. The energy of

this level will then jump back to the 4F5/2 level,

increasing the energy distributed on this level. When

excited at 808 nm, the energy of Nd3? ion jumps to
4F5/2 level and returns to 4F3/2 level through non-

radiative relaxation. It then transitions to the ground

Fig. 11 a Calculated density of states of each cation in Nd3?:CeF3 crystal and distribution in different directions; b Calculated density of

states of each cation in Er3?:CeF3 crystal and distribution in different directions
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state level and produces near-infrared light: the

emission at 900, 1064 and 1330 nm corresponds to the

attenuation of the 4F3/4 energy level to 4I9/2,
4I11/2 and

4I13/2, respectively.

The luminescence performance of Er3?:CeF3 crystal

in near-infrared band is shown in Fig. 13a. The

emission wavelength is about 1450–1650 nm, and the

emission intensity is strongest at the central wave-

length of 1550 nm. The emission in this band origi-

nates from the radiative transition from 4I13/2 to
4I15/2

levels in the Er3? ion [41]. It can be seen that as the

Er3? ion doping concentration increases from 1 to 3at.

%, the emission intensity increases continuously, and

when it reaches 3at. %, the emission intensity is the

strongest. Then, with the increase of Er3? ion doping

concentration from 3 to 5 at%, the emission intensity

decreases instead of rising, which is because of the

reduction of emission intensity caused by concen-

tration quenching. When Ce3? and Er3? ions are in

the same matrix, there will be energy transfer in the

luminescence process due to the overlap between the

energy levels [42]. Therefore, the role of Ce3? ions in

NIR luminescence needs to be considered. Figure 13b

shows the transition and energy transfer relationship

between Ce3? and Er3? ions in the crystal. Under the

excitation of 980 nm, Er3? ion absorbs energy to

excite a large number of electrons in the ground state

of 4I15/2 to the 4I11/2 energy level, and a few electrons

directly transition to the 4I13/2 energy level and return

to the ground state, emitting a weak 1550 nm infrared

light [43]. The energy of Er3? ion at 4I11/2 energy level

is transferred to higher 4F7/2 energy level through

energy transfer, and part of the energy is transferred

back to 2H11/2 and
4S3/2 energy level as non-radiative

transition, and the radiative transition produces

green light emission. Other energies continue back to

the 4F9/2 level as a non-radiative transition, which

produces a red emission band. Due to the low energy

level difference between 3S1/2 energy level and 4F9/2
energy level in Er3? ion, the probability of non-ra-

diative transition from 3S1/2 energy level to 4F9/2
energy level in Er3? ion is low [44]. In addition, the

energy level difference between the 2F5/2 and 2F7/2
levels of Ce3? ion and the 4I11/2 and 4I13/2 levels of

Er3? ion is about 3–4 maximum phonon energies. In

general, when the two ions co-exist, there will be an

effective cross relaxation between the two energy

levels, resulting in an increase in the probability of a

non-radiative transition from 4I11/2 to
4I13/2 [45]. As a

result, the population electron number at 4I13/2
energy level increases significantly, resulting in

stronger 1550 nm NIR emission when the transition

back to 4I15/2 energy level.

3.7 Luminescence decay curve analysis

In order to further study the influence of energy

transfer and doping ions on near-infrared lumines-

cence, the luminescence decay curve was tested and

analyzed, as shown in Fig. 14. When the test data are

fitted by the triple exponential equation, the fitting

degree is the best, and the formula (1) is as follows:

Fig. 12 a Near-infrared emission spectra of CeF3 crystals doped with different Nd3? ion concentrations, the excitation wavelength is

808 nm; b The transition energy levels in the crystal and the transition and energy transfer relationship between Ce3? and Nd3? ions
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y ¼ A1 � exp
�x

t1

� �
þ A2 � exp

�x

t2

� �
þ A3 � exp

�x

t3

� �

þ y0

ð1Þ

Get the parameters A1,2,3 and t1,2,3. According to

the calculation formula (2) of three-index lumines-

cence lifetime.

s ¼ A1t1
2 þ A2t2

2 þ A3t3
2

A1t1 þ A2t2 þ A3t3
ð2Þ

The luminescence attenuation curve and lifetime of

Nd3?:CeF3 crystal are shown in Fig. 14a. The corre-

sponding excitation wavelength is 808 nm, the

emission wavelength is 1064 nm, and the corre-

sponding transition energy level is 4F3/2?
4I11/2 It can

be seen that with the increase of doping concentra-

tion of Nd3? ions, the luminescence lifetime gradu-

ally increases, from 4.51 9 10- 2 to 8.29 9 10- 2 ms,

which indicates that with the increase of doping

concentration, the distance between Nd3? ions in the

crystal lattice decreases, the energy transfer efficiency

increases, and the energy on the upper level increa-

ses, so it shows a higher attenuation lifetime during

emission. In addition, with the increase of Nd3? ion

doping concentration, the local Nd3? ion concentra-

tion in the crystal increases. Therefore, the relaxation

between adjacent Nd3? ions is more likely to occur.

Fig. 13 a Near-infrared emission spectra of CeF3 crystals doped with different Er3? ion concentrations, the excitation wavelength is

980 nm; b Transition energy levels in crystals and transition and energy transfer relationships between Ce3? and Er3? ions

Fig. 14 a Fluorescence attenuation curve and lifetime of Nd3?:CeF3 crystal; b Fluorescence attenuation curve and lifetime of Er3?:CeF3
crystal
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This leads to a decrease in the probability of non-

radiative transitions, resulting in an increase in decay

time and an increase in NIR luminescence. This

indicates that it is effective to increase the lumines-

cence lifetime of Nd3? ions by appropriately

increasing the doping concentration. Fig-

ure 14b shows the attenuation curve of Er3?:CeF3
crystal. The excitation wavelength is 980 nm (corre-

sponding to the energy level 4I13/2), and the corre-

sponding transition emission wavelength is 1550 nm

(corresponding to the energy level 4I15/2). Different

from Nd3?:CeF3 crystal, when the doping concen-

tration of Er3? increases from 1 to 5 at%, as the

acceptor of energy transfer, the luminescence decays

faster and the lifetime decreases. This is attributed to

the fact that with the increase of doping concentra-

tion, the effective distance between Er3? ions are

shortened, which leads to the reduction of energy

transfer time, the increase of the overall efficiency of

energy transfer, and the stronger energy transfer

effect. Although the luminous intensity becomes

stronger, the luminescence lifetime shows a decreas-

ing trend [12]. Another possibility is that with the

increase of the doping concentration of Er3? ions,

although the radius difference between Ce3? ions and

Er3? ions is small, when the doping concentration

increases, it will still cause some lattice distortion,

which will lead to a large number of dislocations and

defects, which is also the reason for the shortened

luminescence lifetime.

3.8 Concentration quenching and energy
transfer mechanism

Increasing doping concentration will cause the

change or even decrease of luminous intensity, which

is due to the concentration quenching caused by too

high doping concentration. On the one hand, the

reverse energy transfer between doped ions and Ce3?

ions in the matrix is intensified due to the high

doping concentration; on the other hand, the inter-

action between ions and the non-radiative energy

transfer are intensified due to the high doping con-

centration. Although the interaction is stronger, the

overall luminous effect decreases. Figure 15 can

vividly express this phenomenon.
According to Dexter’s multi-level interaction the-

ory and Reisfeld’s approximate correlation theory,

generally, the non-radiative energy transfer process

in luminescent materials is caused by three effects:

exchange interaction, radiation reabsorption and

multi-level interaction [22]. To determine the energy

transfer mechanism and interaction mechanism of

rare earth ions in these two crystals, the critical dis-

tance of rare earth ions is first calculated, and the

formula (3) is.

Rc � 2
3V

4pXcZ

� �1
3

ð3Þ

In the formula, V represents the unit cell volume of

CeF3 nanoparticles, and Xc is the total concentration

(critical concentration) of doped ions. Z is the number

of cations in the center of the unit cell. According to

the standard card (JCPDS 08-0045), the V and Z val-

ues of CeF3 are 318.9 and 6, respectively. For the

critical distance (Rc) of Nd3? and Er3? ions in the

CeF3 crystal. According to the calculation, the results

are 12.6610 and 15.0153 Å. This shows that when the

two rare earth ions are doped, the critical distance

between the ions is greater than 5 Å, and there is no

forbidden band transition at this time. The concen-

tration quenching effect mainly comes from the

electrical interaction between rare earth ions in the

crystal [5]. According to Dexter’s theory, when the

electric interaction is identified as the main cause of

the concentration quenching effect, it can be refined

into three kinds of interactions. These three different

interactions can be calculated and distinguished

according to Eq. (4).

I

X
¼ K½1þ b xð Þ

h
3�
�1

ð4Þ

Equation (4) can be simplified and transformed

into Eq. (5) as follows:

Fig. 15 schematic diagram of concentration quenching of rare

earth ion-doped CeF3 crystal
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log
I

x

� �
¼ A� h

3
logx; ð5Þ

where I is the emission intensity, x is the sensitizer

concentration, and K and b are the matrix constants

under the same excitation conditions. When h is close

to 6, 8 and 10, the interaction types correspond to

dipole-dipole interaction, dipole-quadrupole interac-

tion and quadrupole-quadrupole interaction, respec-

tively. The corresponding data are calculated by

Eq. (5) and linearly fitted, as shown in Fig. 16. It is

shown in Fig. 16a that the h/3 slope of Nd:CeF3
crystal is 1.3965 ± 0.16, and the h value is equal to

4.1085 ± 0.48. In the Fig. 16b, the slope h/3 of Er3?:

CeF3 crystal is -1 ± 1.27 9 10- 15 and the h value is

about - 3 by fitting the data. This indicates that the

electric interaction of the doped rare earth ions Nd3?

or Er3? in the CeF3 crystal belongs to dipole-dipole

interaction.

3.9 J-O parameter calculation

Judd-ofelt theory has been widely used to predict

and evaluate the effects of rare earth ions on the

crystal field environment and luminescence proper-

ties [46–48]. It is important to estimate useful lumi-

nescence information from the calculated parameters

Xt (t = 2, 4, 6). Generally, these parameters can be

estimated based on the absorption spectra of rare

earth ions and the theoretical values of the intrinsic

tensor operators U(2), U(4) and U(6) of rare earth ions.

The experimental vibrator strengths Sexp and theo-

retical vibrator strengths fcal from the ground state

transition (LJ) to the excited state (L’J’) can be calcu-

lated by Eqs. (6) and (7).

Sexp J ! J0ð Þ ¼ 3hc 2J þ 1ð Þ
8p3e2

9n

n2 þ 2ð Þ2�k
1

0:43N0l

Z
OD kð Þdk

ð6Þ

fcal ¼ f ed þ fmd ¼
8p2mcv

3he2ð2J þ 1Þ
ðn2 þ 2Þ2

9n
Sed þ nSmd

 !

ð7Þ

In the formula, e and m represent the charge and

mass of the electron, c represents the speed of light, h

is Planck’s constant, J is the total angular momentum

of the ground state, and n represents the refractive

index. (n2 ? 2)2/9n and n are used to correct the local

fields of electric and magnetic dipole absorption

transitions. fed and fmd represent the intensity of

electric and magnetic dipole transitions, Sed and Smd

represent the intensity of electric and magnetic dipole

transitions, respectively. Since the intensity of mag-

netic dipole transition is very low compared with that

of electric dipole transition, it can be ignored and

does not affect the variation trend of the calculated

value. It is calculated by Eq. (8).

fed J ! J0ð Þ ¼
X

t¼2;4;6

Xt 4fn S; L½ �JU tð Þ4fn S0; L0½ �J0
D E��� ���2 ð8Þ

||Ut||
2 is a tensor operator, is obtained by

approximate coupling calculation (rare earth ions

Fig. 16 a Nd3?:CeF3 crystal, logarithmic ratio of emission intensity to doping concentration and its fitting curve; b Er3?:CeF3 crystal,

logarithmic ratio of emission intensity to doping concentration and its fitting curve
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from (LJ) to (L ‘J’) state transition process). The values

of tensor operators are derived from the inherent

properties of rare earth ions and are determined by

the electronic structure of rare earth ions themselves,

which is not affected by the matrix structure. The

approximate values in different matrices do not affect

the calculation results during matrix calculation. The

J-O strength parameters of Nd3? or Er3? doped CeF3
crystals with different concentrations can be obtained

by solving the equations. The calculation results of Xt

(t = 2, 4, 6) values are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

Xt can reflect some properties of coordination field,

electron wave function and energy level splitting in

crystal materials, and could calculate some important

optical parameters. X2 is usually closely related to the

symmetry and order of the coordination field. The

stronger the covalent bond, the weaker the covalent

bond between rare earth atom and matrix, and the

smaller the calculated X2. Therefore, according to the

calculated values of X2, Nd3?:CeF3 and Er3?:CeF3
crystals are typical ionic crystals with very weak

covalent bonds. In addition, the values of X4 and X6

decrease gradually with the increase in doping con-

centration. This indicates that the crystal basicity

increases with the increase in doping concentration,

and the ability of doping to lead to the gain and loss

of electrons in the crystal is stronger. When electrons

are more active, they take part in the completion of

radiative and non-radiative transitions more inten-

sely. This also confirms that when the doping con-

centration increases, the electron active state in the

internal structure intensifies and the luminescence

intensity changes significantly.

4 Conclusion

A series of CeF3 crystals doped with Nd3? or Er3?

ions were grown by the Bridgman method. The XRD,

Raman and density parameters of the crystal were

measured. The results showed that the doping of the

two ions did not change the hexagonal phase struc-

ture, but only replaced the Ce3? ion in the matrix. It is

found that the maximum phonon frequency of

Nd3?:CeF3 crystal is only 388 cm- 1, and the maxi-

mum phonon frequency of Er3?:CeF3 crystal is only

392 cm- 1, which is far less than that of ordinary

oxide crystals. The charge densities, band gap values

(2.91 and 4.37 eV) and total state densities of the two

crystals were obtained by first-principles simulations.

The difference between the calculated band gap

width and the measured results is small, which can

well explain the energy level change caused by rare

earth ion doping and its influence on the near-in-

frared luminescence performance. The results of

absorption and emission spectra show that Nd3?

:CeF3 crystal exhibits high near-infrared emission at

1064 nm, and the best luminescence intensity is

achieved when the doping concentration is 2 at%.

Er3?:CeF3 crystals exhibit a near-infrared wideband

emission of 1550 nm, and the luminescence intensity

reaches its maximumwhen the concentration is about

3 at%. When the doping concentration of the two

crystals is further increased, the luminescence inten-

sity decreases and the concentration quenching

occurs. According to energy transfer theory and

concentration quenching mechanism, both crystals

belong to the dipole-dipole electrical interaction. The

J-O strength parameters are calculated and the

influence of doping concentration on structure and

stability is revealed. In summary, the test and calcu-

lation verification show that Nd3?:CeF3 and Er3?:-

CeF3 has stable crystal properties and excellent

luminous effects in the near-infrared band. It is a kind

Table 2 Xt (t = 2, 4, 6) values of Nd3?:CeF3 crystal

Crystal X2 X4 X6 Error d (910- 6)

1at. %Nd3?:CeF3 0.15 0.99 0.27 0.42

2at. %Nd3?:CeF3 0.08 0.68 0.64 0.28

3at. %Nd3?:CeF3 0.19 0.48 0.72 0.34

4at. %Nd3?:CeF3 0.10 0.28 0.31 0.19

5at. %Nd3?:CeF3 0.15 0.42 0.61 0.30

Table 3 Xt (t = 2, 4, 6) values of Er3?:CeF3 crystal

Crystal X2 X4 X6 Error d (910- 6)

1at. %Er3?:CeF3 0.1 0.86 0.8 1.01

2at. %Er3?:CeF3 0.16 0.52 0.77 0.71

3at. %Er3?:CeF3 0.32 0.77 1.01 0.67

4at. %Er3?:CeF3 0.02 0.38 0.65 0.62

5at. %Er3?:CeF3 0.03 0.42 0.51 0.46
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of excellent laser crystal material and has great

application value in the laser field.
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